
HT Interview: Trey Anastasio, Part Two  

Guitarist Trey Anastasio kicks off a 12-show tour with his solo band tonight at the State Theater in Portland, ME. 

To preview the Phish front man’s latest TAB tour, we’ve dedicated a post a day to Anastasio as part of the first-ever 

Hidden Track “Trey Week.” 
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“Trey Week” concludes today with the second part of our wide-ranging e-mail interview in which the guitarist talks to 

us about TAB keyboardist Ray Paczkowski, his songwriting process, black shirts and much more… 

Hidden Track: Ray Paczkowski has been the one constant in this band since 2001. Can you tell us what aspect of 

Ray’s playing makes him perfect for this band and these songs? 

Trey Anastasio: Oh man, where do I start? , Ray.. Ray takes my breath away. Ray’s spirit, Ray’s playing… 

Indescribable. His playing is… “unhinged?” He’s capable of letting go in a way that I’ve rarely heard a musician let 

go. 

The thing is, if you believed in the muse, or the spirit, or the concept of an artist being a channel, then you would 

know that there is nothing in music to fear except fear itself. The more you let go the more “right” everything would 

sound, you know what I mean? Ray has that fearlessness. I’ve been in the studio with engineers and producers, and 

I’ll say “turn up Ray,” and we’ll turn him up and up and up and you can’t turn him up too much, because it’s a 

selfless playing so it never seems to intrude on the overall sound. It’s an amazing thing. I just love playing with him 

so much. I can’t wait to get to do it again. I usually spend the whole night just staring at Ray. 

 Previously on Trey Week: HT Interview – Trey Anastasio Pt. 1, Trey Week Cover Wars, The 

Number Line – Trey Anastasio and The B List – 10 Things You Might Not Remember About 

’99 Trey Tour 

READ ON for more of our interview with Trey Anastasio… 
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HT: The tour last year was lighter on covers than in years past relying more on your growing catalog of original 

material, do you see this band as a showcase of your own songwriting more so than Phish and previous touring 

versions of this band? 

TA: Well, honestly, there’s a large number of songs now, and it’s fun to get to play them, so maybe that’s why there 

have been a few less covers. I guess I never really saw a distinction between the writing of Phish songs and TAB 

songs. They are all written the exact same way…with a little four track or a cassette deck or my phone, often alone, 

or sometimes with Tom [Marshall], or Steve [Dude of Life], or Russ [Lawton] and Tony [Markellis], or Kevin Hoffman 

(Burlap Sack and Pumps), or Marc Daubert (The Curtain), or my daughter Eliza (Goodbye Head) , or Amanda Green 

(Problem Right There, Burn That Bridge), or Suzannah Goodman (Bathtub Gin), or Dave Abrahams (Runaway Jim), 

or Fish (Tube, Gumbo, Harpua), or Mike and Page and Fish (Roggae, Tweezer, Spock’s Brain, Meatstick, etc, etc), or 

Bob Szuter and Aaron Woolfe (Golgi), or whoever happens to be standing in the room at the time. One time I wrote 

a song with a cab driver. 

I’m basically always writing something, and when people are around I love writing together. Music and songwriting 

have always been forms of socializing for me. Music has brought me together with my closest friends. In high school, 

Tom and I would retreat to the back room at parties and write songs. Today my gang is my family, so my daughters 

and I are always making up songs about everything that goes on. “Take out the syrup and put it on top…ooh I like 

that yeaaa yeaaaa!” First Tube, Jibboo, Sand, Drifting, Cayman etc. were written in [former Phish sound man] Paul 

Languedoc’s garage and The Barn with Russ and Tony, lyrics to Sand from some poems by Tom that I had in my 

house, lyrics to Drifting by me, written about Sue and the girls. Now, we love playing some of those songs with 

Phish, and some with TAB. It might be fun to try some of the funkier Phish songs like Ocelot (written in a hotel room 

in New York with Tom), with TAB. Tony would KILL that song. It’s right up his alley. 
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HT: How is your role as a leader different for this band than with Phish? 

TA: I guess that in some ways I feel different, and in other ways, the same. That’s a difficult question to answer. 

Obviously the roles are different, but maybe less so than it might seem at first glance. Everyone in the Phish 

organization, both onstage and off, and everyone in TAB, everyone in the office, everyone on the crew, everyone at 

the merch table, on the green crew, or at catering, has something to offer. The job, if you want to call it that, is to 

put together live concerts that offer the possibility of something spontaneous and magic happening. We need songs, 

and rehearsals and stuff, so we work hard at that: but ultimately the magic moment happens as the result of a whole 

community of people. The community continues to exist thru a combination of care, hard work, attention to detail, 

and an atmosphere of acceptance. 

So, I guess I see it as all one big thing. I feel incredibly lucky to be a part of it all. 

HT: Do you have any plans to enter the studio with this band? 

TA: Not right now, but we talk about it. It’s been too long. 
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[Editor's Note - We submitted ten questions and a joke question. Trey could have very easily ignored our 11th but 

he didn't.] 

HT: Black shirts and jackets seem to dominate your onstage arsenal of clothing recently, is there any chance this 

TAB Tour will see a return of some other colors in the spectrum? 

TA: Yikes. Who knows? Maybe i need to dig out the old JAH VOLUNTEER shirt. Page and I talk about this a lot…It’s 

tough to play if you are aware of your shirt. I live in New York now so maybe I’ve adopted that black thing that 

everyone seems to live by in the city. I wear that black button down all the time. I actually bought three of them. It’s 

a wrinkle free material. You can squish it in your bag and it comes out flat. 

I’m so envious of Fish. You have no idea. He never has to think about what he’s going to wear. 

- DaveO and Scott Bernstein 
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